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Introduction  
 
Our age is retrospective. It builds the sepulchres of the fathers. It writes biographies, histories, and criticism. 
The foregoing generations beheld God and nature face to face; we, through their eyes. Why should not we also 
enjoy an original relation to the universe? Why should not we have a poetry and philosophy of insight and not 
of tradition, and a religion by revelation to us, and not the history of theirs? Embosomed for a season in nature, 
whose floods of life stream around and through us, and invite us by the powers they supply, to action 
proportioned to nature, why should we grope among the dry bones of the past, or put the living generation into 
masquerade out of its faded wardrobe? The sun shines to-day also. There is more wool and flax in the fields. 
There are new lands, new men, new thoughts. Let us demand our own works and laws and worship. 
 
From Chapter 1 
 

Nature is a setting that fits equally well a comic or a mourning piece. In good health, the air is a cordial 
of incredible virtue. Crossing a bare common, in snow puddles, at twilight, under a clouded sky, without having 
in my thoughts any occurrence of special good fortune, I have enjoyed a perfect exhilaration. I am glad to the 
brink of fear. In the woods too, a man casts off his years, as the snake his slough, and at what period soever of 
life, is always a child. In the woods, is perpetual youth. Within these plantations of God, a decorum and sanctity 
reign, a perennial festival is dressed, and the guest sees not how he should tire of them in a thousand years. In 
the woods, we return to reason and faith. There I feel that nothing can befall me in life, -- no disgrace, no 
calamity, (leaving me my eyes,) which nature cannot repair. Standing on the bare ground, -- my head bathed by 
the blithe air, and uplifted into infinite space, -- all mean egotism vanishes. I become a transparent eye-ball; I 
am nothing; I see all; the currents of the Universal Being circulate through me; I am part or particle of God. The 
name of the nearest friend sounds then foreign and accidental: to be brothers, to be acquaintances, -- master or 
servant, is then a trifle and a disturbance. I am the lover of uncontained and immortal beauty. In the wilderness, 
I find something more dear and connate than in streets or villages. In the tranquil landscape, and especially in 
the distant line of the horizon, man beholds somewhat as beautiful as his own nature.  

The greatest delight which the fields and woods minister, is the suggestion of an occult relation between 
man and the vegetable. I am not alone and unacknowledged. They nod to me, and I to them. The waving of the 
boughs in the storm, is new to me and old. It takes me by surprise, and yet is not unknown. Its effect is like that 
of a higher thought or a better emotion coming over me, when I deemed I was thinking justly or doing right.  

Yet it is certain that the power to produce this delight, does not reside in nature, but in man, or in a 
harmony of both. It is necessary to use these pleasures with great temperance. For, nature is not always tricked 
in holiday attire, but the same scene which yesterday breathed perfume and glittered as for the frolic of the 
nymphs, is overspread with melancholy today. Nature always wears the colors of the spirit. To a man laboring 
under calamity, the heat of his own fire hath sadness in it. Then, there is a kind of contempt of the landscape felt 
by him who has just lost by death a dear friend. The sky is less grand as it shuts down over less worth in the 
population. 
 



From Self Reliance (1841)  
There is a time in every man's education when he arrives at the conviction that envy is ignorance; that 

imitation is suicide; that he must take himself for better, for worse, as his portion; that though the wide universe 
is full of good, no kernel of nourishing corn can come to him but through his toil bestowed on that plot of 
ground which is given to him to till . . .  

Trust thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron string. Accept the place the divine providence has found 
for you, the society of your contemporaries, the connection of events. Great men have always done so, and 
confided themselves childlike to the genius of their age, betraying their perception that the absolutely 
trustworthy was seated at their heart, working through their hands, predominating in all their being . . . 

Whoso would be a man must be a nonconformist. He who would gather immortal palms must not be 
hindered by the name of goodness, but must explore if it be goodness. Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity 
of your own mind. Absolve you to yourself, [84]and you shall have the suffrage of the world. I remember an 
answer which when quite young I was prompted to make to a valued adviser, who was wont to importune me 
with the dear old doctrines of the church. On my saying, What have I to do with the sacredness of traditions, if I 
live wholly from within? my friend suggested: "But these impulses may be from below, not from above." I 
replied: "They do not seem to me to be such; but if I am the Devil's child, I will live then from the Devil." No 
law can be sacred to me but that of my nature. Good and bad are but names very readily transferable to that or 
this; the only right is what is after my constitution, the only wrong what is against it . . . 

What I must do is all that concerns me, not what the people think. This rule, equally arduous in actual 
and in intellectual life, may serve for the whole distinction between greatness and meanness. It is the harder, 
because you will always find those who think they know what is your duty better than you know it. It is easy in 
the world to live after the world's opinion; it is easy in solitude to live after our own; but the great man is he 
who in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the independence of solitude. 

For nonconformity the world whips you with its displeasure. And therefore a man must know how to 
estimate a sour face. The bystanders look askance on him in the public street or in the friend's parlor. If this 
aversation had its origin in contempt and resistance like his own, he might well go home with a sad 
countenance; but the sour faces of the multitude, like their sweet faces, have no deep cause, but are put on and 
off as the wind blows and a newspaper directs. 

The other terror that scares us from self-trust is our consistency; a reverence for our past act or word, 
because the eyes of others have no other data for computing our orbit than our past acts, and we are loth to 
disappoint them. 

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, adored by little statesmen and philosophers and 
divines. With consistency a great soul has simply nothing to do. He may as well concern himself with the 
shadow on the wall. Speak what you think [90]now in hard words, and to-morrow speak what to-morrow thinks 
in hard words again, though it contradict everything you said to-day.—"Ah, so you shall be sure to be 
misunderstood."—Is it so bad, then, to be misunderstood? Pythagoras was misunderstood, and Socrates, and 
Jesus, and Luther, and Copernicus, and Galileo, and Newton, and every pure and wise spirit that ever took flesh. 
To be great is to be misunderstood. 
 
  



Henry David Thoreau 
From Civil Disobedience 

Unjust laws exist: shall we be content to obey them, or shall we endeavor to amend them, and obey them 
until we have succeeded, or shall we transgress them at once? Men generally...think that they ought to wait until 
they have persuaded the majority to alter them. They think that, if they should resist, the remedy would be 
worse than the evil. But it is the fault of the government itself that the remedy is worse than the evil. It makes it 
worse. Why is it not more apt to anticipate and provide for reform?....If the injustice...is of such a nature that it 
requires you to be the agent of injustice to another, then, I say, break the law. Let your life be a counter friction 
to stop the machine. 

What I have to do is to see, at any rate, that I do not lend myself to the wrong which I condemn. As for 
adopting the ways which the state has provided for remedying the evil, I know not of such ways. They take too 
much time, and man's life will be gone....A man has not everything to do, but something; and because he cannot 
do everything it is not necessary that he should do something wrong....any man more right than his neighbors 
constitutes a majority of one already. 
 

 
  



Emily Dickinson 
 
I heard a Fly buzz— when I died— (591) (1862) 
by Emily Dickinson 
 
I heard a Fly buzz — when I died —  
The Stillness in the Room 
Was like the Stillness in the Air —  
Between the Heaves of Storm —  
 
The Eyes around —  had wrung them dry —  
And Breaths were gathering firm 
For that last Onset — when the King 
Be witnessed — in the Room —  
 
I willed my Keepsakes —  Signed away 
What portion of me be 
Assignable — and then it was 
There interposed a Fly —  
 
With Blue — uncertain —  stumbling Buzz —  
Between the light — and me —  
And then the Windows failed — and then 
I could not see to see —  
 
 
The Soul selects her own Society — (303) (1862) 
by Emily Dickinson 

The Soul selects her own Society — 
Then — shuts the Door — 
To her divine Majority — 
Present no more — 
 
Unmoved — she notes the Chariots — pausing — 
At her low Gate — 
Unmoved — an Emperor be kneeling 
Upon her Mat — 
 
I’ve known her — from an ample nation — 
Choose One — 
Then — close the Valves of her attention — 
Like Stone — 

 
 

I’m Nobody! Who are you? (260) 
by Emily Dickinson 
 



I’m Nobody! Who are you? 
Are you – Nobody – too? 
Then there’s a pair of us! 
Don’t tell! they’d advertise – you know! 
 
How dreary – to be – Somebody! 
How public – like a Frog –  
To tell one’s name – the livelong June –  
To an admiring Bog! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Much Madness is divinest Sense - (620) 
by Emily Dickinson 
 
Much Madness is divinest Sense - 
To a discerning Eye - 
Much Sense - the starkest Madness - 
’Tis the Majority 
In this, as all, prevail - 
Assent - and you are sane - 
Demur - you’re straightway dangerous - 
And handled with a Chain - 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  



Walt Whitman 
Selections from Song of Myself (1892 version) 
 
From 1  
I celebrate myself, and sing myself,  
And what I assume you shall assume,  
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.  
 
I loafe and invite my soul,  
I lean and loafe at my ease observing a spear of summer grass.  
 
My tongue, every atom of my blood, form’d from this soil, this air,  
Born here of parents born here from parents the same, and their parents the same,  
I, now thirty-seven years old in perfect health begin,  
Hoping to cease not till death.  
 
From 2 
Have you reckon’d a thousand acres much? have you reckon’d the earth much?  
Have you practis’d so long to learn to read?  
Have you felt so proud to get at the meaning of poems?  
 
Stop this day and night with me and you shall possess the origin of all poems,  
You shall possess the good of the earth and sun, (there are millions of suns left,)  
You shall no longer take things at second or third hand, nor look through the eyes of the dead, nor feed on the spectres in 

books,  
You shall not look through my eyes either, nor take things from me,  
You shall listen to all sides and filter them from your self.  
 
From 3  
I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and the end,  
But I do not talk of the beginning or the end.  
 
There was never any more inception than there is now,  
Nor any more youth or age than there is now,  
And will never be any more perfection than there is now,  
Nor any more heaven or hell than there is now.  
These are really the thoughts of all men in all ages and lands, they are not original with me,  
If they are not yours as much as mine they are nothing, or next to nothing,  
If they are not the riddle and the untying of the riddle they are nothing,  
If they are not just as close as they are distant they are nothing.  
 
This is the grass that grows wherever the land is and the water is,  
This the common air that bathes the globe.  
 
 
From 18  
With music strong I come, with my cornets and my drums,  
I play not marches for accepted victors only, I play marches for conquer’d and slain persons.  
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Have you heard that it was good to gain the day?  
I also say it is good to fall, battles are lost in the same spirit in which they are won.  
 
From 20  
What is a man anyhow? what am I? what are you?  
 
All I mark as my own you shall offset it with your own,  
Else it were time lost listening to me.  
 
I do not snivel that snivel the world over,  
That months are vacuums and the ground but wallow and filth.  
 
Whimpering and truckling fold with powders for invalids, conformity goes to the fourth-remov’d,  
I wear my hat as I please indoors or out.  
 
Why should I pray? why should I venerate and be ceremonious?  
 
Having pried through the strata, analyzed to a hair, counsel’d with doctors and calculated close,  
I find no sweeter fat than sticks to my own bones.  
 
In all people I see myself, none more and not one a barley-corn less,  
And the good or bad I say of myself I say of them.  
 
I know I am solid and sound,  
To me the converging objects of the universe perpetually flow,  
All are written to me, and I must get what the writing means.  
 
I exist as I am, that is enough,  
If no other in the world be aware I sit content,  
And if each and all be aware I sit content.  
 
One world is aware and by far the largest to me, and that is myself,  
And whether I come to my own to-day or in ten thousand or ten million years,  
I can cheerfully take it now, or with equal cheerfulness I can wait.  
 
From  21  
I am the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul,  
The pleasures of heaven are with me and the pains of hell are with me,  
The first I graft and increase upon myself, the latter I translate into a new tongue.  
 
I am the poet of the woman the same as the man,  
And I say it is as great to be a woman as to be a man,  
And I say there is nothing greater than the mother of men.  
 
From  24  
Walt Whitman, a kosmos, of Manhattan the son,  
Turbulent, fleshy, sensual, eating, drinking and breeding,  
No sentimentalist, no stander above men and women or apart from them,  



No more modest than immodest.  
 
Unscrew the locks from the doors!  
Unscrew the doors themselves from their jambs!  
 
Whoever degrades another degrades me,  
And whatever is done or said returns at last to me.  
 
From  32  
I think I could turn and live with animals, they are so placid and self-contain’d,  
I stand and look at them long and long.  
 
They do not sweat and whine about their condition,  
They do not lie awake in the dark and weep for their sins,  
They do not make me sick discussing their duty to God,  
Not one is dissatisfied, not one is demented with the mania of owning things,  
Not one kneels to another, nor to his kind that lived thousands of years ago,  
Not one is respectable or unhappy over the whole earth.  
 
From 42 
Not words of routine this song of mine,  
But abruptly to question, to leap beyond yet nearer bring;  
This printed and bound book—but the printer and the printing-office boy?  
The well-taken photographs—but your wife or friend close and solid in your arms?  
The black ship mail’d with iron, her mighty guns in her turrets—but the pluck of the captain and engineers?  
In the houses the dishes and fare and furniture—but the host and hostess, and the look out of their eyes?  
The sky up there—yet here or next door, or across the way?  
The saints and sages in history—but you yourself?  
Sermons, creeds, theology—but the fathomless human brain,  
And what is reason? and what is love? and what is life?  
 
From 46  
I know I have the best of time and space, and was never measured and never will be measured.  
 
I tramp a perpetual journey, (come listen all!)  
My signs are a rain-proof coat, good shoes, and a staff cut from the woods,  
No friend of mine takes his ease in my chair,  
I have no chair, no church, no philosophy,  
I lead no man to a dinner-table, library, exchange,  
But each man and each woman of you I lead upon a knoll,  
My left hand hooking you round the waist,  
My right hand pointing to landscapes of continents and the public road.  
 
Not I, not any one else can travel that road for you,  
You must travel it for yourself.  
 
It is not far, it is within reach,  
Perhaps you have been on it since you were born and did not know,  



Perhaps it is everywhere on water and on land.  
 
Shoulder your duds dear son, and I will mine, and let us hasten forth,  
Wonderful cities and free nations we shall fetch as we go.  
 
From 52  
The spotted hawk swoops by and accuses me, he complains of my gab and my loitering.  
 
I too am not a bit tamed, I too am untranslatable,  
I sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world.  
 
The last scud of day holds back for me,  
It flings my likeness after the rest and true as any on the shadow’d wilds,  
It coaxes me to the vapor and the dusk.  
 
I depart as air, I shake my white locks at the runaway sun,  
I effuse my flesh in eddies, and drift it in lacy jags.  
 
I bequeath myself to the dirt to grow from the grass I love,  
If you want me again look for me under your boot-soles.  
 
You will hardly know who I am or what I mean,  
But I shall be good health to you nevertheless,  
And filter and fibre your blood.  
 
Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged,  
Missing me one place search another,  
I stop somewhere waiting for you. 


